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of plants you can collect and tools you can use
which supplement your hunts but the core of
crafting and what you’ll be spending most of
your time with is on armor and weapon forging. 

There is no character experience or level
system here. Your progression and capabilities
are all tied to forging and upgrading new
weapon and armor sets and each one of these
sets and weapons are tied to individual mon-
sters you kill both big and small. Few things can
match the feeling of wearing the skin of a mon-
ster you just had great difficulty defeating. It’s
here where the main loop of the game unveils
itself - prepare, hunt, kill, craft and repeat. It
might sound simple, it may even sound repeti-
tive but surprisingly it is neither because of how
dynamic hunts are. 

‘World’ takes place in multiple open-world
levels. The average level size is a little smaller
than the open world map from ‘Arkham City’
but is packed with a number of things to do.
You can fish, hunt for certain bugs and track a
pig that can lead you to a unique mushroom
colony. Of course then there’s the wildlife. The
herbivores are generally docile but can use a
few defensive measures against you and the
predators that hunt them. 

The predators are the focal point of most
hunts. Ranging in size and fully aware of their
place in a pre-determined food chain, they
clash and hunt with their rivals as much as they
do with you. Having two Apex predators go off
against each other in the middle of a hunt is a
sight worthy of the best National Geographic
documentary. It’s thunderous and loud, violent
and filled with raw carnage. These monster
clashes are a first for the series and the devs re-
ally nailed them. 

When you begin 1v1 fights with them, it’s
more than just smashing your attack buttons.
Landing combos can lead up to damage boosts
with certain weapons while range weapons re-
quire efficient ammo use to down a monster
fast. Most hunts are on a timer and letting the
timer run out results in a quest failure. The timer
is not usually an issue but quests also come
with a limited amount of lives aka faints. Mon-
sters get tougher as you progress but fortu-
nately the first few monster fights teach the
basics well and provide ample room for exper-
imentation and freedom. 

‘How about fighting alongside a friend?’ 
Along these lines and separate from the

usual quests and investigations, both of which
involves hunting or capturing specific mon-
sters, you can go on expeditions. Here you can
explore and gather materials at your leisure
and it’s in these quiet moments I realized how
wonderful the level design was. ‘The Ancient
Forest’ starting level is a thick jungle filled with
lavish plant life, massive ever-winding trees
and elaborate cave systems. You can swing
from vines, grapple hook from glow beetles
and squeeze through tangled vegetation just to
name a few. Monsters are still present on the
map and I found finding their nest or resting
place an important factor in future hunts as I
could simply place traps there knowing that
eventually this is the spot they’ll end up at. 

There are also a number of side activities
you can take part in. I already mentioned fish-
ing earlier but even there you can use different
baits and the varieties of fish you catch have
different properties.  Cooking as well is simple
yet deep at the same time. You can simply eat
the default platters for certain boosts or if you
want you can create your own! You can mix
and match meats and vegetables and tailor
buffs to better aid your hunt. I haven’t really
explored cooking as much but the possibilities
are all still there. 

You won’t have to do this alone. ‘Monster
Hunter’ is as much a cooperative game as a
single player one. You can party up in groups
from two to four either with strangers or
friends and be able to do pretty much anything
together. The servers at the moment though
are a bit of mess. Disconnects are common
and the whole lobby/party system is a pain to
understand initially. But the few group parties
I’ve managed both with friends and strangers
have been a blast. Four hunters, all with differ-
ent weapons, taking down a massive creature
is something only ‘Monster Hunter’ can
uniquely emulate. If you don’t feel like group-
ing up, you always have your feline Palicos to
accompany you. Fully customizable both in
appearance and equipment, these adorable
cats are one of the highlights of the entire
game for me. 

The technical issues however don’t stop with
the disconnects. I am currently playing on a
gaming laptop with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1060 6GB and a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 with 16GB
of DDR4 ram and I get a steady 50-60 FPS even
during intense fights at the highest settings.
Apart from the numerous disconnect from the
Steam servers (which just results in your status
going offline, no progress gets lost) I have had
no issues with the PC port. Others are reporting
on certain issues with AMD drivers as the game
is very GPU intensive so double checking if your
specs are compatible is important.

The rave reviews the game received on
consoles remain true expect for a few prob-
lems the transition to PC has brought. If
you’re a fan of Hayao Miyazaki’s ‘Princess
Mononoke’ or ‘Nausicaa of the Valley of the
Wind’ the story will draw you in and the
imaginative and quirky world will engross
you. If you’re a fan of challenging and deep
RPGs, then you will find yourself right at
home here. If you’re simply a fan of old-
school games before the days of micro-trans-
actions and loot boxes, one that strips away
all the needless fat then you’ll enjoy many of
the game’s stellar qualities. ‘Monster Hunter:
World’ is a towering achievement and a
Japanese RPG of the highest caliber. 


